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Chris Harvey

From: Thuy To [thuyt@kyocera-wireless.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 24, 2008 4:51 PM
To: charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com
Cc: charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com; claire.hoque@ccsemc.com; cli@kyocera-wireless.com
Subject: Re: Kyocera Wireless Corp. , FCC ID: OVF-K33BI01, Assessment  NO.: AN08T8093, 

Notice#1

Attachments: C2PC_Request for confidentiality_OVF-K33BI01.pdf; C2PC_OVF-K33BI01_Part 24_ Test 
Report.pdf; SAR Test Condition in Mouth and Jaw Regions Cover letter.pdf; C2PC_OVF-
K33BI01_Appendix A _SAR Distribution Plots (Head-Flat).pdf; STC_Appendix B_OVF-
K33BI01_SAR Setup_Photos.pdf; ATT00122.txt
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Dear Chris,

I am sorry that I am replying back to you this late, I was on a business travel to China 
and I had very limited internet access. I have reviewed your inquiry and have attached the
necessary information to resolve these issues.

1. I have attached the modified confidentiality request letter.

2. I have performed conducted RF testing and have attached the report for review.

3. Since K33BI-01 SAR measurements in the head position showed clipped-peaks, we have 
retested SAR according to "FCC SAR Evaluation Considerations for Handsets with Multiple 
Transmitters and Antennas, February 2008". Please see attachments.

I trust that the attached information will resolve the issues that you have listed.

Sincerely,
Thuy To
Regulatory Engineer
Kyocera Wireless Corp.

At 02:18 PM 7/9/2008 -0700, charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com wrote:
>Dear Thuy To,
>
>You are listed as the Technical Contact for the above referenced TCB 
>application.  The following item(s) need(s) to be resolved before the 
>review can be continued:
>
>1. You have requested that the Description of Change exhibit be 
>included in Long Term Confidentiality, but this exhibit only further 
>explains (in no technical detail) what is already included in the Cover 
>Letter exhibit, and contains internal photos.  This could be included 
>in Short-term Confidential exhibits but is not eligible for long term 
>confidentiality.  Please update your Confidentiality request letter 
>accordingly.
>
>2. The RF test report documents compliance of the Radiated testing, but 
>the replacement of the PA would also require that the Conducted RF 
>testing be performed to ensure continued compliance.  Please submit 
>compliance documentation for FCC 2.1049 Occupied Bandwidth and FCC 
>2.1051 Spurious Emissions at Antenna Terminals which could both be 
>affected by the change of PA.
>
>3. The Head SAR Measurement Plots seem to show clipped-peaks and 
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>multiple peak SAR locations that have not been addressed in the 
>application.  Please address these issues with additional SAR 
>compliance documentation.  Please note that the FCC has provided 
>guidance on performing SAR measurements near the mouth region.  The 
>peaks on the head SAR plots seem to show peak SAR locations near the 
>mouth region of the SAM.  Please see the following link for further information:
>http://fjallfoss.fcc.gov/oetcf/kdb/forms/FTSSearchResultPage.cfm?id=338
>53&switch=P
>
>
>The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can 
>continue on the above referenced application. Failure to provide the 
>requested information within 30 days of the original e-mail date may 
>result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. Also, 
>please note that partial responses increase processing time and should 
>not be submitted. Any questions about the content of this 
>correspondence should be directed to the e-mail address listed below the name of the 
sender.
>
>Best regards,
>
>Chris Harvey
>Charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com


